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Background: Spectrum sensing is a crucial step to realize the Cognitive
Radio technology. The spectrum sensing schemes at low signal-to-noise ratio,
noise uncertainty and especially under the background of non-Gaussian
noise, provide low detection of the primary user. This results in missed
detection or false alarm and increases higher interference to the primary user.
Objectives: Detection schemes designed for additive Gaussian noise exhibit
poor performance in the non-Gaussian environment. This study considers the
problem of spectrum sensing with the assumption that the noise follows a
non-Gaussian distribution with heavier tails. Methods/ﬁndings: A fuzzy logicbased method is proposed for primary user detection under non Gaussian
Noise. The results are highlighted for the Laplacian noise. Through Monte
Carlo simulations it is observed that Laplacian noise noticeably aﬀects the
performance of energy detector. Also, a fractional change in noise uncertainty
degrades the performance of energy detector. The performance of the
proposed scheme is presented through receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
and plot of the detection probability versus signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) using
simulations. It is shown that by appropriately choosing the membership
functions and the fuzzy rule base in the fuzzy inference system the proposed
fuzzy logic method for spectrum sensing provides reliable detection.
Keywords: NonGaussian noise; Fuzzy logic; Spectrum sensing; noise
uncertainty

1 Introduction
Majority of spectrum sensing schemes are focused on primary user detection in
Gaussian noise. The Gaussian distribution fails to satisfactorily describe some noise
in practice. For instance, the Gaussian distribution cannot be used to model Radio
Frequency (RF) noise and low frequency atmospheric noise. This is primarily due to the
fact that the noise in practice is likely to generate observations of high magnitude than
what can be produced from the Gaussian distribution. High magnitude observations
are also referred to as impulsive noise. This conveys that the probability distribution
function (pdf) of such noise has heavy tails. It can be stated that the pdf of the
https://www.indjst.org/
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non-Gaussian impulsive noise decays at a lower rate than the Gaussian. Therefore, a prime feature of the non-Gaussian model
is that it has heavy tails than the Gaussian distribution. Also in practical wireless communication scenarios the noise usually
has a heavy tailed nature. The Laplacian noise is an important non-Gaussian noise distribution and hence it is frequently used
in engineering studies.
For accurate detection of primary user (PU) signal under noise uncertainty many detection schemes are designed for additive
Gaussian noise. The effect of threshold selection over the performance of spectrum sensing in cognitive radio network (CRN)
using energy detector (ED) is studied in (1–4) . Through simulations it is shown that it provides better detection performance
through suitable selection of the dynamic threshold factor. The effect of noise uncertainty on the energy detection approach
is analyzed in (5,6) . In (6) a two-step cooperative stochastic resonance energy detection algorithm is proposed to address the
problem, where the traditional energy detection (ED) performance is susceptible to noise uncertainty.
Recently, under the category of non-parametric detection, some detection schemes based on the Goodness-of-fit test (GoFT)
have been proposed. They include the Anderson-Darling (AD) detection, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test, the detection
based on ordered statistics and so on. These schemes perform better than energy detection in a Gaussian environment (7) . A
Frequency domain Goodness of Fit Test based spectrum sensing method is proposed under dynamically varying noise. Through
analytical and simulated results, it is shown that this method is robust to dynamically varying noise (8) . In (9–11) fuzzy logic is
used to address the decision on the PU activity. This scheme showed better detection performance in low signal to noise ratio
(SNR) regions. It is also shown through simulation results that the fuzzy based detection could achieve accurate sensing results
better than conventional schemes in noisy conditions. Several studies in (12–15) have focused on signal detection under a NGN
environment. Schemes like energy detection, sequential detection and absolute value cumulation detection are investigated in
a Laplacian environment. However, there still exist some issues in PU detection in Cognitive Radio (CR). Two primary issues
are 1) Improving the detector’s performance under non-Gaussian noise, 2) need for computationally efficient method to meet
the real-time detection requirement.
This work considers the problem of spectrum sensing with the assumption that the noise follows a non-Gaussian distribution
with heavier tails. The main contributions in this paper are summarized as follows:
• The effect of non-Gaussian noise on the energy detector’s performance in noise uncertain environment is investigated.
• To overcome the effect of noise uncertainty, the spectrum sensing algorithm using adaptive fuzzy threshold proposed
in (16) primarily studied under Gaussian noise is investigated under non-Gaussian noise environment.
• The effect on the probability of detection due to the characterization of the statistical moments in the noise distribution
is investigated.
• Performance evaluation of the conventional and fuzzy threshold methods are carried out through simulations under
different noise uncertainty conditions.
• The best method out of these techniques under varying noise uncertainty conditions is identified.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the outline on the non-Gaussian noises. Section 3 and 4 detail the
system model for the spectrum sensing and the proposed method. The results are presented and discussed in Section 5 and
concluding remarks are provided in Section 6.

2 Non-Gaussian Noise
Pearson introduced kurtosis to understand whether a given distribution is Gaussian or not. Three conditions proposed by
Pearson for a distribution to be called as Gaussian are (i) kurtosis, (ii) skewness, (iii) the distance between mean and mode
(modal divergence). Skewness and kurtosis are the higher order moments that are used to determine the difference between
other distributions and the Gaussian distribution (17,18) .
Since the Laplace distribution is the most popular distribution and is frequently used in engineering studies this work
focuses on primary user signal detection in Laplacian noise. The Laplace distribution is within the class of generalized Gaussian
distributions.
The Gaussian pdf is given as
(
)
1
n2
(1)
p (n) = √
exp − 2
2σ
2πσ 2
The Laplacian pdf is given by
1

( √

p (n) = √
exp −
2σ 2
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Where, σ 2 is the noise variance
Normally, a heavier tailed noise has a larger degree of non-Gaussianity, also known as kurtosis, defined as
k=

E[n4 ]
E 2 [n2 ]

(3)

Equivalently the kurtosis coefficient minus 3 is referred to as excess kurtosis. As the kurtosis increases the tails are heavier and
k as 6 (excess kurtosis is 3) corresponds to Laplacian noise, while when the pdf is Gaussian the excess kurtosis is 0. Figure 1
gives the pdf plot of Eqn (1) and (2). It is observed that the non-Gaussian model has heavier tail than the Gaussian distribution.

Fig 1. Gaussian and non Gaussian distributions

Fig 2. Energy Detector under Laplacian noise

3 System Model
The detection of the PU activity in the presence of noise by the secondary user (SU) is modeled as a binary hypothesis testing
problem as given below:
{
}
H0 : x[n] = v[n]
(4)
H1 : x[n] = s[n] + v[n]
where v[n]’s are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) noises, with non-Gaussian distribution of zero mean and
variance σw2 given as L(0, σ 2w ) and s[n] is the signal transmitted by the PU.

3.1 Energy Detector under Laplacian Noise
The energy detector (ED) is the most commonly used method for PU detection as it has very low computational complexity.
The energy detector under Laplacian noise (EDL) is discussed in (19) . The block diagram of energy detector under Laplacian
noise is given in Figure 2.
https://www.indjst.org/
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The test statistic of energy detector under Laplacian noise is given as

YEDL = ∑Nn=1 |x[n]|2

H1
>
<
H0

λEDL

(5)

The energy measurement YEDL is calculated from N samples of the received signal at the CR receiver. The decision static YEDL is
compared against a fixed threshold λEDL . The simple hypothesis testing problem is formulated in Eqn (5), where λEDL is the
detection threshold which is set assuming constant false alarm rate. The sensing performance of the energy detector in Laplacian
noise is measured by two metrics called as the detection probability (PD ) and false alarm probability (PF ) as formulated in (19) .
(
)
λEDL − N σ 2w
√
PF = Q
(6)
5N σw2
(
PD = Q

λ
− N(P + σw2 )
√EDL
5N σw4 + 4NPσw2 )

)
(7)

Where, P gives the power of the PU signal, N gives the number of samples, variance σw2 , λEDL is the detection threshold and
Q(.) is the Gaussian complementary CDF.

3.2 Eﬀect of Noise Uncertainty on Energy Detector under Laplacian Noise
In practical scenarios, it is not possible to accurately know the statistics of the noise v[n]. This creates the uncertainty in noise
in the detection that may vary with time. The noise uncertainty is modelled such that the noise power is distributed in a single
interval as given below.
( )
1
σw2 ε [
σ 2 n , ρσ 2 n ]
(8)
ρ
Where, σ 2 n is the nominal noise power and ρ >1 indicates the uncertainty quantification.
The SNR wall for an energy detector under Laplacian noise is given in (19,20) . It is the SNR beneath which reliable signal
detection cannot be achieved.
SNRLED
wall =

ρ2 − 1
ρ

(9)

Considering the worst-case noise uncertainty Eqn (6) and (7) which gives false alarm and the probability of detection
respectively are modified.

Fig 3. Two thresholds of the energy detector under Laplacian Noise
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(
P′

F

=Q



λEDL − N ρσ 2w
√
5N ρσ 2w

)

(σ 2
λEDL − N(P + w ))
ρ

(10)






P′ D = Q  √


2 
4
5N σw (1/ρ ) + 4NP(1/ρ )σ w )

(11)

The decision on PU activity by the CR device is usually made by a conventional ED using a single threshold. But for accurate
detection it is necessary to fix an optimum threshold level, as the detection performance is dependent on the threshold level.
The optimum threshold cannot be easily defined due to the problem of noise uncertainty. The situation worsens with low SNR,
since the noise uncertainty leads to SNR Wall which is defined as the SNR below which the detector cannot provide reliable
detection. In addition, the detection performance is dissatisfactory under the non-Gaussian noise in comparison to the Gaussian
noise (19,20) .

4 Proposed Method
To overcome the effect of noise uncertainty in CR systems several studies have been proposed as discussed in Section 1 of the
paper. In this study a fuzzy thresholding scheme is investigated under non-Gaussian scenarios. This study is the first of its kind
which uses a fuzzy thresholding approach for PU detection in a non-Gaussian environment. The two thresholds are therefore
formulated from Eqn (6) as
( )
(√
) 1
−1
λl,EDL = 5NQ (PF ) + N
σw2
(12)
ρ

λh,EDL =

(√

)
5NQ−1 (PF ) + N ρσw2

(13)

Where, λl,EDL is the lower threshold and λh,EDL is the upper threshold. These thresholds are pictorially represented in Figure 3.
Using these two thresholds the whole range of the observed test statistic YEDL is divided into three zones 1) Signal present
zone -H1 declared 2) uncertainty zone and 3) Signal absent zone -H0 declared. If the test statistic exceeds the upper threshold
λh,EDL then the SU decides on H1 which means the presence of primary user. While if the test statistic is less than λl,EDL the SU
decides on H0 . The lower and upper thresholds are selected in accordance with the lower and the upper limit of noise variance
respectively.
The decision process using the two thresholding scheme is given below:


Y > λh,EDL
H1 is declared 
 1 if
F if λl,EDL < Y < λh,EDL Fuzzy decision
D=


0 if
Y > λl,EDL
H0 is declared
The fuzzy decision F is defined as
{
F=

https://www.indjst.org/

1 if Z > λF ,
0 if Z < λF ,

H1 is declared
H0 is declared

}
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Fig 4. Membership functions in the input and output of the fuzzy inference system

Where, Z is the output of the fuzzy logic system, λ F is the threshold set for taking fuzzy logic decision.
The final decision X=D+F
{
}
D + F > 0, PU is present
X=
else,
PU is absent

(16)

The decision in the confused region is taken using two antecedents called 1) Credibility 2) SNR available at SU. The output of
the fuzzy logic system is the consequent which gives the possibility of the primary user activity.
The credibility C is defined as
C=

(YEDL − λl,EDL )
(λh,EDL − λl,EDL )

(17)

If the value of C is high, then H1 is favoured and if the value of C is low H0 is favoured.
The fuzzy rule base and the membership for the antecedents and consequents are detailed in Figure 4 and Table 1 respectively.

Antecedent 1
(Credibility)
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High

Table 1. Rule base for decision on the PU activity
Antecedent 2
Consequent
(SNR)
(Likelihood of the presence of PU)
Low
Very Low
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
High
High
Low
Medium
Medium
High
High
Very High

5 Results and Discussion
This section details the results obtained through MATLAB simulations to analyze the performance of fuzzy two threshold
scheme under non-Gaussian noise.

https://www.indjst.org/
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Fig 5. Performance of energy detector under Gaussian and non-Gaussian noise

The spectrum sensing is carried out in a CR environment using energy detection. The detection probability is used as a
standard of measurement to determine the sensing accuracy. The primary transmitter signal is considered as a sinusoidal pilot
signal of known frequency. The noise is modeled as non-Gaussian. In the simulations the Laplacian noise is considered, as it is
a special case of non-Gaussian noise. It has pdf with excess kurtosis of 3 while the pdf of the Gaussian has the excess kurtosis
as 0 (17) . The results provided are averaged over 10000 Monte Carlo simulations. Table 2 outlines the parameters used in the
simulation study.
Figure 5 gives the performance of ED under the Gaussian and non-Gaussian noise. From the plot it is evident that the energy
detector performs better under Gaussian noise than Laplacian noise. The energy detector provides optimal performance under
Gaussian noise even when no prior information on the PU signal is available. Hence it is necessary to investigate methods to
boost the energy detector’s performance under Laplacian noise.

Parameters

−

Table 2. Values used in Simulations
Values

Target false alarm probability PF
Total numbers of samples N
SNR range of interest
Excess Kurtosis

Gaussian
Non-Gaussian

0.05
100
-20 to -5dB
0
3

Figure 6 illustrates the impact of noise uncertainty on the energy detector’s performance under Laplacian noise. Energy
detection using single threshold in the detection process is sensitive to noise uncertainty. A marginal change in the noise
uncertainty factor ρ deteriorates the performance quickly.

https://www.indjst.org/
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Fig 6. Impact of noise uncertainty on detection probability under non-Gaussian noise

Fig 7. Effect of Energy detector under non-Gaussian Noise for ρ =1.023, PF =0.01, N=1000 Samples

Fig 8. Thresholding methods to combat noise uncertainty in detection performance for ρ =1.088

https://www.indjst.org/
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The method proposed in (16) to address the problem of noise uncertainty are simulated and compared with the single
threshold using the constant false alarm rate. From Figures 7 and 8 , it is observed that the PU detection using single threshold
fails as the noise uncertainty increases, because the threshold fixed is independent of the noise variance.

SNR
-15
-10

Table 3. Results obtained using Single and Fuzzy thresholding schemes
PD using Single Threshold- PD using Single Thresholding PD using Fuzzy Thresholding under Gaussian Noise
under Non Gaussian Noise
ing under Gaussian Noise
0.04
0.05
0.15
0.06
0.06
0.18

PD using Fuzzy Thresholding
under Non-Gaussian Noise
0.12
0.15

Realizing Eqn (10-17) in MATLAB and by appropriately choosing the membership functions and the fuzzy rule base in the
fuzzy inference system the proposed adaptive thresholding using fuzzy logic method for ED under Laplacian noise, provides
reliable detection compared to the other methods when the noise uncertainty increases. Another interesting observation drawn
is on the improvement in signal detection in the low SNR regimes.
From Figure 7 it is observed that for the conditions in the existing literature on sensing under Laplacian noise (19) , the fuzzy
thresholding provides 20% increase in the detection, at false alarm rate 0.01,1000 samples and ρ of 0.1dB. Table 3 summarizes
the value of probability of detection obtained in Gaussian and non-Gaussian environments using both the thresholding schemes.
It is observed that the fuzzy thresholding method provides increased detection accuracy of around 20% compared to the single
thresholding scheme.
Kurtosis refers to the size of the tails on a distribution. The tails of a distribution quantify the number of events which have
appeared that are outside the standard range. If the distributions of event outcomes have lots of occurrences of outlier results,
this causes heavy tails on the bell-shaped distribution curve. This is referred to as excess kurtosis. A kurtosis of 3 is termed
as mesokurtic. Standard normal distributions are mesokurtic. If the kurtosis is >3 it can be visualized as a thin bell-shaped
curve with a high peak termed as leptokurtic. One of the most well-known leptokurtic distributions is Student’s t distribution,
Laplace distribution. When kurtosis <3 is recognized as platykurtic with broad peak and thick tails. All uniform distributions
are platykurtic.

Fig 9. Effect of Kurtos is on primary user detection

The detection probability achieved for the mesokurtic, platykurtic and leptokurtic distributions are plotted in Figure 9. As
the kurtosis increases, the detection probability decreases. This is because the platykurtic distribution produces fewer outliers
and less extremes than the normal distribution.
https://www.indjst.org/
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In the leptokurtic distribution, like the Laplace distribution, the tails approach asymptotically to zero more slowly than a
Gaussian. Hence the number of outliers are more than the normal distribution. Thus, the uniform distribution with fewer
numbers of outlier’s shows higher PU signal detection compared to normal and Laplace distributions.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, some typical impairments in PU detection, such as the effect of a non-Gaussian noise and noise uncertainty are
investigated. Majority of spectrum sensing schemes are focused on primary user detection in Gaussian noise. But in practical
wireless communication scenarios the noise usually has a heavy tailed nature. The Laplacian noise is an important non-Gaussian
noise distributions and hence it is frequently used in engineering studies. This work focuses on primary user signal detection in
Laplacian noise. Through Monte Carlo simulations it is observed that a non-Gaussian noise noticeably affects the performance
of ED. Also a fractional change in noise uncertainty degrades the performance of energy detector. Hence to combat the above
degradation in energy detector’s performance the spectrum sensing algorithm using adaptive fuzzy thresholding which was
primarily studied under Gaussian noise is extended under a non-Gaussian noise environment. Through simulations it is shown
that by appropriately choosing the membership functions and the fuzzy rule base in the fuzzy inference system the proposed
adaptive thresholding using fuzzy logic method for Laplacian energy detector provides reliable detection. The effect of the
probability of detection due to the characterization of the skewness and kurtosis are also studied. Results show that as the
kurtosis increases, the tails are heavier and it degrades the PU detection. The study limits to the use of single antenna in the
sensing process. Hence the effect of using multiple antennas in the sensing process and in fading scenarios can be considered
for future investigation in a non-Gaussian noise environment.
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